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Creating an engineering culture 

for better professionals 

and better products



La Suite de Kata es una solución SaaS que cuenta con componentes estándar que están listos para utilizarse en base a la configuración que el cliente requiera.

Plataforma para BackOffice y Orquestación de 
Productos Financieros para la aprobación y 

seguimiento de los créditos
Integra todos los componentes de la Kata Suite

Plataforma para Digitalizar todos los procesos y servicios 
que se gestionan en campo por medio de un dispositivo 

Móvil

Plataforma para que utiliza inteligencia artificial para 
flujos conversacionales



Incliusión Financiera Confiable

Strictly Confidentialkata-software.com

Experiencia en el Sector Financiero

Nos enfocamos en transformar digitalmente y hacer más eficiente las operaciones de nuestros clientes en el sector financiero mediante todo el ciclo de vida del software. 



Hi Mom!

Héctor Daniel Rodríguez
Head of Engineering

/streetwizard17
@streetwizard17

Gerardo Epitacio
Software Engineer

 /gerardo-epitacio
@akhha8



Engineering Culture:

“Is the set of attitudes, behaviors, beliefs, and values
that impact how we build software”



Challenges we encounter

As a SaaS company, our goal is that our products never die, but they need to evolve 
and adapt to the market needs… and get better and better over time

Onboarding for new hires is difficult

Hiring for long term (>= 3 years)

Compensation is very competitive in the industry

Scaling knowledge is tricky 

SLAs 



1. People are more important than code

Companies and Teams are made of people, by the people, and for the people

Pleople will make the company achieve its goals

Genuinely care about people, and foster psychological safety

Consciuos energy is a limited resource

Measure and limit burnout

As a leader execute One-on-ones to give and get feedback, be a coach and an example for 
your team



2. Testing

1. There are two ways to test software
a. Manual
b. Automated

2. Write automated tests to validate you application's  behavior faster
3. If it works, you can do it better
4. Start small, test a function, a class, a module, with time you might ended up testing 

75%+ of the application's code
5. Your tests should be fast! (ms)
6.Don't tests code that you don't own
7.Use tests doubles
8.Getting fancy?, check PBT.



3. Effective time management

All people on planet Earth have the same 24h, the difference is what we do with that time

Understand where the team is investing its time

Remove innecesary meetings with async comunication (email, loom)

Minimize interruptions

Establish time budgets for all activities

Enable the team to invest most of their time to work on the activities that will help them 
achieve the sprint goal

4 day week???



2021 2022

3. Effective time management



“One reason programmers dislike meetings so much is that they're on a different type of 
schedule from other people. Meetings cost them more.”

Maker Schedule, Managers Schedule - Paul Graham
http://www.paulgraham.com/makersschedule.html

How Future Billionaires Get Sh*t Done - Dalton Caldwell and Michael Seibel
https://youtu.be/ephzgxgOjR0 

3. Effective time management

http://www.paulgraham.com/makersschedule.html
https://youtu.be/ephzgxgOjR0


4. Measure

Numbers are far more objective than people

Do not believe what people say to you, believe the numbers they are presenting to you

Decision making is a process in which you need to gather information to choose the best 
available option

Get data to assure if you got it right in the first place

We can’t get better in anything we don’t measure, so define and track your KPIs
- Commitment Reliability
- Time to merge
- Lead time and cycle time
- Team Velocity
- etc



KPIs 2S 2021 vs 1Q 2022



KPIs Evolution



5. The team is more important than any individual

No exceptions, everyone must attach and follow the same rules

Existing rules can evolve and adapt, but we need solid arguments to change them for 
the whole team

No special treatment for anyone

If we achieve goals, we achieve them as a team… and if we dont, we dind’t achieve 
them



6. Peer Code Reviews

Its a tool for teamwork

With Pull Requests you can protect your code from getting unwanted code

Minimize the code mistakes and its impacts

The team will learn new techniques

Help to keep code consistency

Open a discussion about technical decisions, and/or keep track about it



With Pull Requests you can protect your code from getting unwanted code 



The team will learn new techniques 



Minimize the code mistakes and its impacts 



Open a discussion about technical decisions, and/or keep track about it



7. Code Consistency

“All code in the team must seem to have been written by the same person”

The team focuses more on building new features, and less in understanding the existing 
code base

Reduce the learning curve for new hires

Tool adoption and implementation for developer productivity becomes easier

Evolve your product faster



Project structure and file naming



Class names and separation of concerns



Function implementation and parametrization



8. Be better everyday.. and make better the ones around you.

Be a giver, and protect other givers

Invest on people because they will help you to 
achieve your goals

Do not create dependencies on the individuals

Distribute the knowledge in all team members



9. Developer productivity

Give them tools to build fast



9. Developer productivity

Automate as most as you can – CI/CD pipelines

Saving around 7h for developers

Saving around 10h for developers



9. Developer productivity

Automate as most as you can – test check & reporting

Saving around 227h for developers



10. Innovate and Experiment

API-First
- Testing and Development at the same time

Android
- Jetpack Compose
- Android Instant Apps

Authentication
- Passwordless biometric authentication

Testing
- Property based testing



We are Hiring!

linkedin.com/company/kata-software/jobs/

https://bit.ly/3pGPn7C



We invite you to our Kata Sessions!

linkedin.com/company/kata-software

Junio 2022 - Seeing The Matrix by testing everything with code 
Best Moments: https://vimeo.com/725055793  
Full Session: https://vimeo.com/725038669 

Septiembre 2022 - ???

https://vimeo.com/725055793
https://vimeo.com/725038669


Thanks!


